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hy would a sophisticated modern
technologist adopt a method of
building fly rods that is at least 135

years old?
"Economics, pure and simple," says

Don Andersen, a sulphur operations
foreman at a gas plant near Rocky Moun-
tain House, AB.

"Getting into making your own
graphite or glass rod blanks requires too
much big-money equipment; I thought
I could afford to make split-cane rods,"
Andersen explains.

Don was born in Calgary, "39 years

his own rods, with actions computed
from physical laws out there in the
ozone.

Such a dream can and has become a
reality for some masters in glass or
graphite, but first you have to make the
name and reputation that will persuade
some big corporation to supply you with
blanks manufactured to your own
specifications. Even at that, the price is
prohibitive.

Cane largely gave way to glass in 1948
and graphite muscled on to the scene in
the mid-1970s. Now the manufacturers

End of a culm, showing dam.

ago," he says, with a Jack Benny stare
that admits of no argument. He grew
up in Turner Valley and on the Sheep
River. He has been fly fishing since he
was 12, and remains grateful to several
anonymous gentlemen anglers of the old
school who took a kid in tow.

Andersen served an apprenticeship in
the ordinary rod-building arts: buying
glass or graphite blanks and installing
the guides, handles and reel seats. "But
no matter how nice your windings and
reel seat work," Don says, "you always
wind up with a rod from a blank de-
signed by some other guy and manufac-
tured by some big corporation."

What Don Andersen wanted to do was
make his own blanks, adapted to his own
requirements and those of the people
for whom he would build rods. Yes, he
would use designs of the masters, but he
also always had the dream of designing
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are constantly experimenting with all
manner of space-age materials, boron
being the current rage. I started fly fish-
ing with cane, but was weaned from it
by some of the good glass and graphites,
particularly when I found the heavy ac-
tion of the big Number eight and
Number nine cane rods hurt my elbow
and shoulder.

But split cane persists, .many anglers
insisting it is superior to tr^e light fly rods,
those carrying Number four, five and six
lines. British craftsmen first moved into
canes imported from India (Calcutta
Cane) in 1850 to produce rod tips of
three- and four-strip construction. Butts
were still being fashioned of various
kinds of hardwood and the two sections
were lashed together laboriously with
twine, nickle ferrules being as yet un-
known.

Back in the mid to late 1960s, when I

first started outdoors writing, I can recall
Allen Bill, Alberta's pioneer outdoors col-
umnist, being very proud of and fishing
with a cane-tip, greenheart butt-fly rod
and being given a demonstration of how
it was lashed together. My recollection,
too, is that this rod, of course, did not
have stamped on it the A.F.T.M.A. line
designation and that complicated negoti-
ations went on between Bill and Scien-
tific Anglers to have a custom line made
for the rod to bring out whatever action
it had.

Basic tool of the split-cane rod-maker
is the adjustable planing form with prop-
erly sized and tapered grooves in which
rough bamboo strips split from a
"culm" of cane, now generally originat-
ing from the Gulf of Tonkin, are reduced
with a sharp plane to a triangular cross-
section.

Dean of Alberta's split-cane rod buil-
ders, Des McFarlane, an anesthesiologist
in Edmonton, built his first cane rods
from strips planed on a form he built
from two hockey sticks. An occasional
builder, Max Coulson, of Cochrane, is,
as I recall, a machinist and built his own
planing forms.

When the strips are planed to the pre-
cise tolerances, they are glued and
bound together in a pressure-winding
machine and left bound while the "stick"
cures.

Although many configurations have
been tried, the six-strip design with the
hexagonal cross-section is now standard,
where each strip is planed to an exact
60-degree triangle. The first six-strip
split cane rod on the American market
was built by H.L. Leonard of Bangor,
Maine, in 1876. A little more than 100
years later, I inherited a Leonard from
my father. I ration myself to a day or
two a year with it on a small Alberta
stream.

Building cane rods is not as expensive
as the chemistry, vats, moulds and ovens
of the glass and graphite industries, but
Don Andersen soon found it was not
going to be cheap, either. It took three
machine shops and $465 just to get his
adjustable steel planing forms "right."

Much of the rest of his equipment he
has built and designed himself: his wind-
ing machine, his unique dipping vat with
the rotisserie motor to draw the stick
slowly from the varnish, his tempering
oven, the pipe with dial thermometers
at each end. But other items, such as the
lathe he uses to turn his unique reel seat
designs, sometimes even to produce his
own ferrules, is a high-ticket item that
must be purchased. Andersen estimates

Andersen checking a finished rod.




